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Abstract— The most effective way for deaf people communication is sign language. Since most people are not familiar 
with this language, there is a requirement for a sign language translator system. This would be a useful tool 
specifically in emergency situations. A further need is facilitation of deaf people communication in cyberspace.  Sign 
language gestures can be divided in two groups, including gestures represent the alphabets and those which are 
arbitrary signs representing specific concepts. The first group is usually introduced by the pose of hands and they are 
called postures while the second group usually includes motion of the hands. This paper evaluates the efficiency of 
kernel based feature extraction methods including kernel principle component analysis (KPCA) and kernel 
discriminant analysis (KDA) on Persian sign language (PSL) postures. To compare the impact of features on signs’ 
recognition rate, classifiers such as minimum distance (MD), support vector machine (SVM) and Neural network 
(NN) is used. Experimental trials indicate higher recognition rate for the kernel-based methods in comparison with
those of other techniques and also previous works on PSL recognition.

Pattern recognition; feature extraction; kernel-based features; support vector machine; neural network; sign language 
recognition; PSL

I. INTRODUCTION

Sign language is the most effective way for 
communication of deaf people.  However, most people 
are not familiar with this language, specifically in 
emergency situation. There is a further requirement 
which is the facilitation of deaf communication in 
cyberspace, for instance in chat rooms. Therefore a 
translator system is required to translate sign language 
to natural languages.

Gestures in a sign language system are introduced 
by pose, motion, and situation of hands regarding to 
the human body. Sign language gestures can be 
divided in two groups including gestures represents 
the alphabets of a natural language (hand alphabet) 
and those which are arbitrary signs representing 
specific concepts. The first group which is the 
foundation of sign language is usually introduced by 
the pose of hands and they are called postures while in 
the second group signs include motion of hands, head 
or both.  Based on these two groups, in Fig.1 a 
conceptual block diagram for sign language 



recognition system is suggested. As it can be seen, in 
this system because of intrinsic dissimilarities within 
dynamic and static signs it is suggested that the 
gestures are separated into these two categories and 
then different approaches can be exploited for their 
recognition. The recognized signs can then be 
translated into voice and/or text.

Several studies of static sign language recognition 
have been reported in the literature for various 
languages, very few of which are for PSL. In [1]

     

Figure 1. Conceptual block diagram of a sign language 
recognition system

Hough transform along with Neural Network is used 
to design an American static sign language recognition 
system. This system is based on three main stages 
including resizing and converting to grayscale, canny 
edge detection and applying the Hough transform. The 
resultant features are then exploited for the training of
neural network. The system was implemented and 
tested using a data set of 300 hand sign images; 15 
images for each sign. The system was able to reach a 
maximum recognition rate of 98.5% for training data 
and 80% for test data constructed with 20 different 
signs.  In [2] a multiple discriminate analysis scheme 
is reported and a recognition rate of 70% achieved. In 
[3] a method based on the elastic graph matching is 
presented for the hand posture recognition system. In 
this research a database of 10 hand signs with light, 
dark and complex background is used and the
recognition rate for each group was 94.3%, 93.3% and
86.2%, respectively. Although this method achieves a 
high recognition rate, it suffers from high
computational complexity. In [4] an algorithm  based 
on the modified census transform is reported and 
maximum recognition rate of 89.9% has been 
achieved. In [5] a system for recognition of natural 
hand posture is presented based on Zernike Moments 
and Hierarchical Classifier. In this paper, a feature 
selection approach based on Zernike moments and 
Isomap dimensionality reduction is used. Paper [6]
presents a system for the recognition of sign language 
based on shape representation using size function. This 
system consists of three stages including edge 
detection, using moment-based size function and 
utilizing neural network to recognize hand gestures. 
The system achieved a recognition rate of 90% for 25

different signs. In [7, 8] an approach based on the 
wavelet transform and neural networks is exploited to 
classify 32 different static Persian signs. In this system 
in the preprocessing stage the images are cropped, 
resized, and converted to grayscale. Then, the discrete 
wavelet transform is applied on the gray scale images, 
and the extracted features are used to train a multi-
layered perceptron neural network. The system is 
implemented and tested with a dataset consists of 640 
samples of Persian sign images; 20 images for each 
sign. It is able to give a maximum classification rate of 
83.03% over test set.

Due to the importance of the static signs in a PSL 
recognition system and also to improve their 
recognition rate, the focus of this paper is devoted to 
the static signs. In order to improve the recognition 
rate we developed our algorithm using efficient non-
linear feature extraction based on kernel methods. The 
main core of kernel-based method is non-linear 
mapping of a set of observation vectors into a high 
dimensional space. In this new space, the chance of 
better pattern classification would be increased. Kernel 
based methods have been used in several multi-class 
problems in pattern recognition, for instance in [9-14].
In [14] a texture classification method is illustrated 
based on the kernel principal component analysis. In 
[13] an approach based on kernel principal component 
analysis is presented for the purpose of feature 
extraction in a speech recognition systems. For the 
same application, also in [12] the impact of kernel-
based feature extraction techniques are studied in 
association with several classifiers including Gaussian 
mixture modeling (GMM), artificial neural networks 
(ANNs), projection pursuit learning (PPL), decision 
tree-based classification and support vector machines 
(SVMs). In [11] a kernel-based method is presented 
together with SVM for a iris recognition system. In 
[9] exploitation of KDA and KPCA in a face 
recognition system results in a higher recognition rate.

We examined the impact of the kernel-based 
features on improvement of the PSL recognition. This 
was evaluated in association with various classifiers 
including Minimum distance (MD), Neural network 
(NN) and support vector machine (SVM). The 
experiment results demonstrate a maximum rate of 
%95.91. This shows an improvement in comparison to
those researches conducted previously for the 
recognition of the static PSL. 

In this paper the kernel-based methods are briefly 
explained in the section II and then the proposed 
system is illustrated in section III and in the remaining 
sections the experimental trials, results and finally 
conclusions are presented.

II. KERNEL METHOD 

To describe kernel method let ],...,2,1[ nxxxX be 
a set of n observation vectors. Then, using a nonlinear 
mapping, X is mapped into a high dimensional space.  
This new space is also known as feature space. The 
difficulty of classification in high dimensional space 
may seem to be increased.  But by using simple 
decision functions in feature space the contrary can 
also be true. Therefore not the dimensionality but the 
complexity of the function matters [15], as shown in 
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Fig.2. This figure shows that in two dimensions a 
nonlinear decision surface is necessary, while in three 
dimensional feature space a linear hyperplane can 
easily classify the points correctly. This can be 
achieved by the following mapping:
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The essence of the kernel method is representing 
the nonlinear mapping by dot product. This can be 
achieved by special type of kernel called Mercer 
kernel [12, 15]. Two famous examples of the Mercer 
kernel are:
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c
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In equations (1) and (2), ),( xxk is the kernel 
function, x and x’ are two samples of X, the parameter 
c is the width of the Gaussian kernel and r is order of 
polynomial.

Representing the nonlinear mapping by dot 
product for the example shown in Fig.2 is as follows:
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Figure 2. The mapping phenomenon

Now the conventional linear methods would be 
effectively able to classify the features in the new 
high-dimensional space. In practice, this can be 
conducted with application of linear methods on a 
kernel matrix; this will be defined in the next section.
This matrix is directly calculated from data points. In 
this approach there is no need to explicit definition of 
nonlinear mapping. Therefore, performing nonlinear 
mapping and applying linear methods on mapped data 
are applied altogether by kernel functions, as shown in 
Fig.3.

A. Kernel principle component analysis 
Principle component analysis (PCA) is a classical 

linear feature extraction technique widely exploited in 

various pattern recognition system, for instance [16].
In this method a subspace is constructed using 
orthogonal basis vectors corresponding to maximum-
variance directions. These directions can be 

Figure 3. Nonlinear mapping and applying linear methods by 
kernel functions

determined by the eigenvectors of the covariance 
matrix of input observation samples[17].

The nonlinear extension of the PCA is called 
KPCA. This is performed in the feature space [12, 15].
For this, first the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 
of mapped data are calculated. It can be proofed that 
instead of calculating this, the eigenvectors of a matrix 
called kernel matrix can be calculated.

                              K                              (3)

where T
n ),...,1( is the eigenvector and K is the 

kernel matrix  and expressed by:
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Each element of matrix K is ),( jxixkijk .

Now, all samples in the feature space are projected 
on the directions given by eigenvectors. It can be 
shown that projecting a sample x, in the direction of 
each eigenvector leads to a feature which is obtained 

by
n

i
xixki1

),( . It is obvious that only kernel function 

and eigenvectors of kernel matrix, , are required for 
the purpose of  feature extraction. So there is no need 
to explicit definition of the nonlinear mapping.

The feature vector of x can be therefore obtained 
by its projection on the adequate number of the 
eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. 
This is expressed by:

                              AxKY                        (5)

Where Y is the feature vector and ],...,
2

,
1

[
d

A is 
the set of eigenvectors, d is the number of required 
eigenvectors.  In equation (5) xK is given by: 
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Then using equation (5), the feature vector Y is 
determined and will be utilized in the classification 
stage.



B. Kernel discriminant analysis
Linear discriminate analysis (LDA) is another 

linear method for feature extraction purpose. In this 
method, observation samples are projected into a new 
subspace such that the discrimination of classes is 
increased [18-20].  In fact, the samples are projected 
on the orthogonal basis vectors along which the 
classes are best separated. A non-linear extension to 
the LDA is KDA. Similar to the KPCA, in KDA 
calculations are conducted in feature space. As it is 
proofed in [12] , to perform KDA it is required that the 
following eigenvector problem is calculated.

                         MN 1                            (8)

where M = KRK )1( , N= KRIK )( , K is the 

kernel matrix, nij 1)1( and R is defined by:
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The function l gives the class label and Nt is the 
number of samples in tth class.  Now, all samples in the 
feature space are projected on the directions given by 
eigenvectors. It can be shown that projecting a sample 
x, in the direction of each eigenvector leads to a 

feature which is obtained by
n

i
xixki1

),( . Then, 

Similar to the KPCA, using equation (5), the feature 
vector can be calculated by determination of A and Kx.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

As it was mentioned, in this paper a static gestures 
recognition system for the PSL is presented using non-
linear feature extraction based on the KPCA and 
KDA. A brief conceptual block diagram of this system 
is illustrated in Fig.4.  It shows two main blocks 
consist of training and test in the left and right of 
figure, respectively. In the system, it is initially 
required that the training part is performed. This 
results in the projection matrix A and the trained 
classifier which is required in the test process.

Figure 4. The system’s block diagram

In Fig. 4, the pre-processing stage briefly includes 
image rescaling, converting the images into the 
greyscale and hand region cropping.  In the feature 
extraction blocks the non-linear features can be 
extracted using either KPCA or KDA techniques. 
Corresponding features in the training stage are used 
for the purpose of determination of A and classifier 
training and in the test stage they are utilized for the 
classification of the test images. In the classification 
stage, various methods were exploited.

IV. EXPRIMENTAL TRIALS

To evaluate the performance of the presented 
method several experimental trials were performed. As 
it was mentioned, for the classification several 
methods were examined. They are MD with the 
Euclidean and cosine distance function, feed forward 
NN and SVM. For the NN classifier, one hidden layer 
was considered and the number of hidden neurons was 
set to 222 and 58 for KPCA and KDA features, 
respectively. All these experiments were performed 
with the two types of kernel functions mentioned in 
section II.

In the training and test stages a database of 35 
different Persian hand alphabet signs were utilized,
shown in Fig. 5. In total this database consists of 700 
images, 455 of which were for the training and the rest 
of images were used in the test stage. This database is 
provided by authors of [3]. 

Figure 5. Static sign of Persian hand alphabet

For further verification and also comparing the 
performance of our algorithm with other researches, it 
was examined on the Jochen–Triesch static hand 
posture database [3] , shown in Fig. 6, which was used 
by other researchers, for instances [21, 22]. This 
database consists of 10 hand signs performed by 24 
different persons against different backgrounds. The 
backgrounds are uniform (light and dark) and 
complex. The results of performing kernel methods on 
the database with uniform background are briefly 
given in Table II.



Figure 6.Jochen–Triesch static hand posture database

Fig.7 demonstrates the experiment results for the 
KPCA using polynomial kernel function. It shows the 
recognition rate versus the order of polynomial, r.  The 
results shows that to achieve maximum recognition 
rate the order must be within the range of r=2 to 4.

Figure 7. KPCA with polynomial kernel

It is also obvious that NN and SVM outperform 
MD classifiers. The result shows the maximum rate of 
95.91% can be obtained using r=3 and NN classifier.

The performance of the KPCA using Gaussian 
kernel, versus parameter c, is shown in Fig. 8. In this 
figure it can be understood that the SVM and NN 
classifiers can provide higher rate in comparison with 
other techniques. However, the result of SVM is 
slightly better than those of NN. The highest rate in 
this case is 95.51% achieved by c=250 and SVM 
technique.

The results of experiments with KDA are 
demonstrated in Fig. 9 and 10. These figures show the 
result of the polynomial and Gaussian kernel 
functions, respectively. They illustrate that the type of 
classifiers have less impact on the recognition rates in 
comparison with those of KPCA in the Fig. 7 and 8. In 
Fig.9, the highest rate of 95.10% is gained with r=4 
and MD classifier using cosine distance.

In the case of Gaussian kernel, Fig.10, the 
maximum rate of 95.51% can be achieved with c=350 
and MD classifier.  By comparison of the results it can 
be concluded that KDA technique gives maximum 
rates with MD classifiers while KPCA exhibits its best 
performance with NN and SVM.

Fig.8: KPCA with Gaussian kernel

Figure 9. KDA with polynomial kernel

Figure 10. KDA with Gaussian kernel

In this paper, the reason of including the wavelet 
method is for the purpose of comparison of our results 
with the previous work conducted using wavelet 
transform reported in[7], using same PSL database.
The results in the Table I indicate the maximum 
recognition rate of 95.91% demonstrating very good 
improvement in our method, comparing with the 
recognition rate of 83.03% reported  in [7].

The wavelet transform may also be utilized in 
association with the KPCA and KDA. In this 
approach, the initial feature space was created by 
applying the 2-D wavelet transform on the input signs. 
Then, for the purpose of facilitation and improvement 
of the classification procedures, the initial feature 



space was converted to a new space using KPCA and 
KDA; the results are presented in Table I. The results 
obviously indicate the improvement of these methods 
in comparison to the wavelet itself, but comparing 
with the KPCA and KDA they don’t demonstrate 
better performance.  

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF KERNEL METHODS WITH WAVELET 
MD

( EUC.)
MD

(Cos.) SVM NN

KPCA, r=3 78.36 82.44 95.10 95.91

KPCA, c=1000 81.22 82.04 95.51 93.87
KDA, r=4 94.69 95.10 93.46 94.28

KDA, c=350 95.10 95.51 93.46 94.69
Wavelet 71.01 69.38 91.42 80.81

Wavelet+KPCA 71.42 76.32 95.10 92.62
Wavelet+KDA 93.06 94.69 93.87 93.87

To study the impact of the nonlinear kernel 
mapping, in Fig. 11, their maximum recognition rates 
were compared with those of conventional PCA and 
LDA.

Figure 11. Comparison of Kernel methods with PCA and LDA

Fig.11 shows that nonlinear mapping used in the 
kernel-based methods has significant impact on the 
improvement of the recognition rate of liner methods. 
This is achieved due to the nonlinear mapping of data 
points to a higher dimensional feature space in the 
kernel methods. This space can make data points 
which is not linearly separable in low dimensional 
space more linear separable. Furthermore because the 
feature space is nonlinearly related to the input space, 
the nonlinearities in the data points are taken into 
account by kernel function[23].

Table II briefly demonstrates the results of 
performing the presented method on the Jochen–
Triesch database (with uniform background). For the 
purpose of comparison, the maximum rate reported in
[3, 21, 22] are also included in the table. As it is 
shown, kernel-based methods outperformed other
works. In the case of Ref.[3],  although the 
improvement is lower,  but in terms of computational 
speed  the  presented method in this paper is much 
faster than that  in [3]. The method in [3] requires 
several seconds to analyze a single image [22].

Table III illustrates a comparison between 
computational costs of the methods with highest rates.
The LDA has the lowest computational time, but it has 
the lowest rate in comparison to the other techniques. 
Kernel-based methods can improve the recognition 
rate but their computational time is higher than the 
others. As can be seen in the table III, kernel methods 
need the highest time in the feature extraction stage.
This is because of the time consumed for the 

calculating of the vector Kx for each test sample.
According to the equation (6), the kernel function 
must be calculated as many as the training samples. 
This results in high overall computational cost and that 
it is inefficient in the case of big training sets. Further, 
in the classification stage, In the Case of classification 
time, as illustrated in the table III, the methods KDA 
and LDA have lowest computational cost when they 
have been applied together with MD classifier. It must
be stressed here these methods give their highest 
recognition rates with MD classifier. This may be 
related to the way that LDA and that KDA 
intrinsically reduce the proximity of the classes using 
scatter matrixes. Therefore, the MD is simply able to 
discriminate the classes.

All algorithms were coded in Matlab 2008b, 32 
bits[24] and performed on a PC (Intel processor, 
Core2 Duo, 2.80 GHz, 4 GB RAM).

TABLE II.  RESULT OF EXPRIMENT ON JOCHEN-TRIESCH 
DATABASE

Method Number of 
Training 
Samples

Recognition 
Rate over test 

set
Ref. [22] 60 85.1
Ref. [3] 60 93.7

KPCA,SVM 60 89.5
KDA,SVM 60 89.7

Ref. [22] 160 91.8
Ref. [21] 160 89.9

KPCA,SVM 160 95.3
KDA,SVM 160 92.8

TABLE III.  COMPUTATIONAL COST
Feature 

Extraction
Classification

Training Testing Training Testing

PCA(SVM) 542(ms) 26(ms) 2.40(s) 278(ms)
LDA

(Euc. distance)
1.28(s) 8(ms) 1(ms) 11(ms)

KPCA(NN) 431(ms) 63(ms) 22(s) 18(ms)
KPCA(SVM) 481(ms) 79(ms) 3.56(s) 280(ms)

KDA
(Cos. distance)

457(ms) 78(ms) 1(ms) 11(ms)

The results in this paper exhibit that the kernel-
based methods efficiently improve the ability of the 
conventional PCA and LDA in the recognition of the 
static signs in the PSL. The results also shows good 
improvement in comparison to the previous rates
reported in the literatures. As discussed earlier in this
paper the only drawback of the kernel methods, 
however, is high computational cost and therefore they 
are not suitable to be utilised for the real-time 
applications. To overcome this weakness, fast kernel-
based methods have been presented in [25, 26] which 
is able to deduce the computational cost. These 
methods are based on the approximation of the kernel
methods by a portion of the training samples so-called
nodes. Therefore, the kernel function is calculated as 
many as the nodes are adequate for the purpose of the 
feature extraction.  This can significantly decrease the 
time of calculating kernel functions. But, in practice,



exploiting small number of nodes leads to the loosing 
of the system accuracy and that lower recognition 
rates. Thus, the time of feature extraction cannot be 
effectively reduced. Therefore more researches are 
needed to be conducted in order to deduce the 
computational time of the kernel-based methods. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The paper described a recognition system for the 
static PSL based on the nonlinear kernel feature 
extraction consist of KPCA and KDA methods. These 
methods were examined in association with various
classification methods.  The results of the 
experimental trials on the two different databases 
indicated that the kernel feature extraction has 
significant impact on the improvement of the 
recognition rates.  The maximum rate of 95.91% was 
achieved by KPCA with NN classification. The paper 
concluded that the kernel methods give better 
recognition rates but with higher computational cost
and that it would not be suitable for the real-time 
applications. As explained in the paper, a solution to
this problem is fast kernel methods. But, these 
methods may also lead to reduce the accuracy of 
recognition rate. Therefore further researches are 
needed to overcome the problem.
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